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DIRECTIONS FOR THE OPERATION OF THE

SCHMIDT VERTICAL INTENSITY MAGNETOMETERS

:BY

JOHN H. WILSON

rnTROllUCTION

The following directions for the operation of the Ad. Schmidt

vertical intensity IIl/l.gnetometersmanufactured by Askanis.Werke:,A.. G. of

:Berlin are compiled from notes taken in a course of instru.ction by Dr. CI.

A.. Reiland, from a translation of an article entitled "Beschreibung,

Theorie ~nd Anwendungeiner Nu.ekonstruktion von Ad. Schmidts Feldwage"

by Dr. 0'. A.. Heiland and Dr. P, Du.cke-rt,and from rrry ownexperiences, er-

periments, and studies with these instruments.

OPERATION OF THE FIELD INSTRUlJENT

In beginning the survey a station near the middle of the area

to be investigated is selected as a primary base station against which the

instrument is later checked at frequent intervals to see that it is still

giving consistent readings. Such a station should be selected to be as

far as possible from magnetic substances such as wire fences, raitros.ds,

basalt plugs, dikea and similar bodies. This avoidance of magnetic ma-

terials is because variable electrical currents, natural and otherwise, may

cause variable magnetic intensity effects because of induction.

Check readings, in ordinary work, should be IIl/l.deon the base

station each ~ on starting work, at noon and on completing work, also

after any unusuaL jar to the instrument. The frequency with which checks

back on base station should be madewill dependupon the amount and rate

of change found. If the area to be surveyed is large secondary base sta-

tions should be established, on which the difference with reference to the

base station is accurately determined.
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Ordinary roatine stations of a survey should be located so as

to avoid the UllllAturalmagnetic substances only - such as, railroads, fences,
etc. The following table gives the distance to keep aW8¥ from such objects
as well as we know at present:

Object Distance for Stations
Wire fence, wooden posts
Wire fence, iron posts
Pipe lines
Oased wells with no rig irons
Railroads
Large iron tanks
Drilling wells with usua), equ1.pment
Electric railroads

15 meters
25 It

100 !
100 "
200 "500 It

500 It

5000 It

The above table is an arbitrary estimate supplemented by a few
experiments which were made by members of the Geological Department of the
lfu.a.steoaPetroleum crompan;v.

In setting up the instrument .thelength of the tripod legs should
be made such that the observer ma¥ look into the telescope of the magnetometer
without discomfort or dangEr of distarbing the instrument. The tripod head
is leveled very carefully be means of the three leveling screws and the cir-
oular bubble in the top of the tripod head.

The compass is placed on the tripod head, the pin on the bottom
fitting into a corresponding hole in the tripod head. The compass needle i~
released and allowed to swing free. The clamp under the 2450 mark of the
horizontal circle is released and the tripod head and compass turned until
the red end (north end) of the compass points to VI (2700). The tripod clamp

is then tightened so that the tripod head will not turn, the compass needle
is arrested and the compass is removed. When the magnetometer is set upon the
tripod head the N end of the magnetometer will be to the magnetic east. (In-

stead of this procedure, one can orient the compass with the red end to Nand
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later turn the magnetometer 900, or the compass can be oriented with the
red end to a and when the magnetometer is set on the tripod head the N end
will be to the magnetic west.)

When setting the magnetometer upon the tripod remember the approx- •
imate north and then put the N end of the magnetometer to the west. It is
possible to place the magnetometer on the head in two other azimuths at 1200
apart. If this mistake is made the readings vlhen the N end is to the east and
when to the west will show large discrepancies. Care should be used in plac-
ing the magnetometer on the head to keep from jarring the magnetometer or dis-
turbing the level of the tripod. After the magnetometer is in place fasten
the lever clamps that prevent the plugs from coming out of the three holes in
the tripod head.

Level the magnetometer by means of the level bubble attached to
the telescope. Before starting the leveling read and record the position of
the index on the horizontal circle since you will need this infonnation for
resetting the magnetometer in the p roper place. With the north end to the
east note the position of the level bubble, and then turn the magnetometer
1800 by loosening the tripod head clampand rotating the head and magnetometer,
setting the index at 1800 from the former position. In the new position note
the position of the level bubble. If the instmment is level in a direction
perpendicular to the magnetic meridian then the readings should be the same
as before. If the positions of the bubble are not the same, correct for
one-half the difference by means of the leveling screws under the tripod head,
turn 1800 to former position and note the bubble again. Repeat the operation
until the bubble has the same pOli>itionwhen the N end is to the magnetic west
as it has when it is to the magnetic east. Then turn the magnotometer 900
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from the first position and level as before in the magnetic north and south
direction.

Now reset the index of the horizontal circle at the reoorded point
so that the N end of the magnetometer is again to the magnetic east. TU.rn the
mirror until it shines light into the glass window on the side of the telesoope
and illuminates the BOale. Pullout the milled head of the safety catch and
turn the lever slowly until it stops about 180" away from the "Fest" position.
It is well to open the door of the outside case to see that the quartz knife
edges are ooming to J!'eston the quartz bearings in the proper manner. If the
instrument is in good order turn the lever baok to the "Fest" position. This
preliminary releasing of the instrument is to allow the lifting devioe to
again oome up under the magnetio balanoe in the proper manner should the
position have been slightly disturbed in transit.

Now release the magnetometer and after the refleoted scale has
ceased oscillating read the instrument. Arrest and read again. The two
readings Should check within two or three tnnths of scale divisions on rough
work and within one-tenth scale division on very accurate work. Now reverse
the instrument (after arresting) 180" and release and arrest the balanoe
three times as before, reading the instrument the last two times. The read-
ings in the two azimuths should oheck vdthin a few tenths of scale divisions.
If they do not check there ~ have been an error in setting off the 180".

In reading the instrument two scales will be seen. The darker,
more distinct soale With 40 divisions is the fixed soale. The dimmer soale
whioh moves when the instrument is released is the refleoted soale. The
middle or 20 mark on the refleoted soale is used as an index and readings are
made from the south (opposite to N) end of the soale. This method of read-

, ing Will give larger readings as the north end is pulled downward and smaller
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readings if the north end is repelled. It will give larger (positive direc-

tion) readings the larger the amorrtof magnetic substances beneath the in-

strument. Vlhenthe instrument is so adjusted that the vertical magnetic in-

tensi t;r is balanced by gravitational adjustment the middle line of the re-

flected scale (the index) will be' at about the middle or 20 point on the fixed

scale. For convenience the 10 point on the fixed scale is markedwith two

dots and the ~Opoint on the fixed scale with one dot. (Someobservers read

from the north end of the scale instead of the sou.th. , The relative inten-

si ties obtained will be the samebut the methodof reading from the north will ,../'

give low intensities over dikeS, etc., instead of high intensities as is the

case whenreadings are made'f~omthe south end of the scale.)

Temperature is read from the thermometers in the side of the in-

strument. If the door is opened the proper distance, the observer can look

directly downupon the mirror and read the temperatures. Temperatures should

be read at the peginning and end of eaoh series of readings. If the air

temperature is very cold or very warmthe door should be opened only long

enough to take the reading since the thermometers are affected by temperature

quicker thana{§ the magnetic properties of the magnet.

Uponfinishing the readings, turn the lever to "Fest" to clamp the

magnetic balance. Release the tripod head clamp and turn instrument apprcx--

imately to the north, then to east, then to south, observing the level bubble

on top of the case in each azimuth to see that the level of the instrument

has not been disturbed during the readings. If the leveling is out very much

it will be well to repeat the station.

Eefore removing the magnetometerfrom the tripod head push in the

milled head of the safety catch slider so that the lever cannot movein tran-

sit. Fut the magnetometerin the box and screw downthe gray clamps. See
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that the north end of one of the auxiliary magnets is opposite the south end
of the other. Lock the door of the box: and insert in the carrying case, un-
less the new station is only a short distance~. Tripod should also be
placed in its case unless the new station is a short distance a~. The cir-
cular bubble in the top O~ the tripod head is easily broken and the tripod
should never be carried in a car without being in the case. Care should be
taken to avoid jolts to the instrument in transporting from one station to
another. If the instrument is unavoidably subjected to a severe jolt due to
a fall or similar cause, it should be taken back to the base station before

making additional readings.

Use of Auxiliary Magnets.
It will sometimes happen that due to ilnreased magnetic intensity

the reflected scale is not visible at a new station. To bring the scale in
view an auxiliary magnet is placed vertically in the holder beneath the tri-
pdd head. It should be screvledup tightly as a very small difference in its
distance will have an appreciable affect upon the instrument. If the scale
is not visible due to the south end (opposite from N) being depressed the S
end of the auxiliary magnet will go up and 11' the scale is not visible dne to
the north end being depressed place the north end up. This rule is very easy
to remember and will save time in the field. Which magnet to use and how far
it shou.Ld,be from the instrument is determined by trial. Reoord which end of
the magnet is up, the size (large or small) of the magnet, and the distance

of the center of the magnet from the knife edge-bearing contact. This latter
distance is read on the scale marked on the auxiliary magnet holder. If the
desired correction cannot be obtained within the limits of the holder adjust-

ment the magnets may be set on the ground or on a box at the desired distance
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and the distance measured by a tape. The distance should be read in centi-
meters. It should be noted that the auxiliary magnet holder scale is grad-
uated in millimeters.

Villerethere is a fairly gradual change of the magnetic intensity,
at a station which yet has ~le scale visible it can be read, an auxiliary
magnet placed in a certain distance, and the reading taken again. The dif-
ference in the two readings is the correction for the auxiliary magnet. At

the next station where normally the scale might have been invisible, the
auxiliary magnet can be left in as before and the reading corrected by the
proper amount. This method of using the auxiliary magnets is more accurate
than simply recording the magnet, its position, and distance, and calculat-
ing the correction by formula.

As has been noted before the magnets should be carried with the
south end of one opposite the north end of the other. This is to prevent
mu.tual inductance and change of magnetic moment. The magnets should be pro-
tected from excessive heat changes and from severe jolts since these ma¥ tend
to demagnetize and thus decrease their magnetic moments.

Should ~e magnets become demagnetized for ~ reason they may be
remagnetized at a large garage or electrical shop in the same manner that
magnetos are remagnetized. Soon after magnetization a part of the charge
rapidly dissipates, the dissipation becoming slower with time until a point
is reached where there is, for practical purposes no further dissipation of
the charge and the magnetic moment is constant. In order to free the magnets
from the surplus charge above the residual that it will hold without loss the
magnets should be repeatedly heated to a boiling temperature and cooled. This
can best be done in a surgeons sterilizing apparatus. ~lis should be don.
about ten times over a period of about 12 or 24 hours. After the heating
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process the magnets should be tapped rapid~ and vigorous~ first one end
and then on the other. Du.ring the heating and tapping process the magnets
should be removed from their cases. In replacing the cases be sure that the
north end is in the ~ the cases are labeled. After remagnetization a new
magnetic moment must, of course,' be determined.

Survey of Stations.
In very accurate work stations ~ be surveyed with transit or

plane-table and the resulting map used for a base on which to plot the ~

netic intensity.
In more rapid reconnaissance work the stations may be surveyed by

pacing. It is possible to use the side of the magnetometer box for a sight-
ing board and turn off the angle from magnetic north on the horizontal circle

of the instrument.

OPERATION OF THE STATIOllf.AR.Y INSTRUMENT

The magnetic intensity of a given place variew with time on ac-
count of the slow secular changes, the regular diurnal variation, and ~,
netic storms. Two places of the same magnetic intensity might show differ-
ent intensities if measured at different times. In order to correct for
these changes it is necessary to have a stationary instrument whose varia-
tions can be used to correct the results obtained by the field instrument.

In surveys where the variation account of geological conditions
Isare greater than 30 or 40 gamma it is best to read the stationary instru-
ment visually, the observer stationed with the instrument taking a reading
every ten or fifteen minutes. The readings, corrected for temperature can
be plotted as a curve, and corrections for the field instrument at the re-
quired time taken from the curve. If the work is very long or if great
accuracy is required it is best to have the readings on the stationary in-
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strument automatically recorded.
The magnetometer and recording device nl'Lstbe enclosed in a light

proof house which preferably is also protected against sudden temperature
changea, The usual arrangment is to have a small portable house of oompo-

<t..sition board or o~nvas¢ on frames with a partition in one end so that the
observer may olose the outside door before opening the inside one. Over
the portable house a tent is usually ereoted to out down temperature effeots
and proteot the house from the rain.

In rooms or proteoted plaoes some blaok photographio oloth oan
be sewn to fit over a wooden or brass demountable frame.

If the reoording devioe is to be used remove the telescop-from
the reoording magnetometer and replace it with the reoording head, whioh
oonsists of some adjustable mirrors in a box.

Clean the reoording box thoroughly, trim the wiok and olean the
ohimney of the lamp and wind and siltthe clook.•~ The.reoording drum can,.bEla
made to make a revolution in either two or tv/enty four hours. As a usual
thing it will be desirable to run the instrument on the 24 hour system, to
avoid attendanoe. The slots for setting the spee.dof the drum are makked
2 and 24.

The slit on the lamp should be at the same elevation as the light
slit on the reoording devioe. This may be adjusted by raising or lowering
the lamp as a whole.

Level up the magnetometer and orient it in the magnetio meridian.
The top of the plate on which the magnetometer sets should be about 15.5 om.
below the elevation of the lamp slit.

Now move the reoording box in fromt of the magnetometer so that the
sJide of the reoording box next the lamp will be in line with the magnetometer.
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The distance of the lamp slot from the magnetometer will be the focal dis-
tance of the lens on the magnetometer head plus the distance the lens' is in
front of the vertical axis of the instrument. (In lnst. 77403 focal dis-
tance was 115 em. and the lense was 2.5 em. in frollltof the vertical axis
of the instrument, so that lamp. slot was placed 117.5 em. in front of the

vertical axis of magnetometer.)
Adjust the mirrors in the magnetometer head so that they fall on

the light slot of the recorder. This adjustment is made by means of screws
on the back of the magnetometer head. When these points are focused proper-
ly, and the light slit on the lamp properly regulated, adjust the shutters
on the slide behind the condensing lens so that they will raise in the path
of light beams reflected from the magnetometer. When finally set up the
fixed point beam should be on the right, the magnet beam in the middle, and

the temperature beam on the left.
After the instrument has been properly set up, put the bromide

paper on the drum and let the recorder run. It will then be necessar,y to
determine the scale value of the instrument in that set-v_p. The magnets
are placed beneath the magnetometer as in the usual scale value determin-
ation (See Scale Value Determination) and the displacements Sl and 52

measured in millimeters from the bromide paper after development. It is,
of course, necessary to take the time the recorder ViaS started and the time
the different magnets were used, in order that proper check can be made.
Measurements of the distance must also be made. It is a litt1eeasier to
measure from the center of the magnet to the top of the base plate of the
magnetometer and then add the distance from the top of the base plate to
the axis of rotation of the instrument (about 4.6 em.).
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.§ The temperature coefficient lllU.stalso be determined. Readings
are then taken at different temperatures and the effect upon the temper-
ature point and recorded intensity noted on the film and calnulated (see
a.etermination and calculation of the temperature tl'oefficientl. If it is
necessary to bring iron near the magnetometer to heat the same,time should
be given for the instrument to come to rest before taking the readings.
Needless to say, care should be taken not to heat the instrument toohigh
nor too quickly, and no light should reach the bromide paper.

CALCUUTION OF RESULTS

After a reading has been made it lllU.stbe corrected for the fol-
lowing items before the actual relative intensity is determined:

a. Temperature correction
b. Scale value
c. Variation (diurnal variation and magnetic storms)
d. Latitude correction
e. Changes with reference to base station
f. Auxiliary magnet correction

These corrections will be discussed singly.
Temperature Correction

For each instrument the following formula will have been deter-

mined;
To = temperature coefficient (t-2ooC)

where To is the temperature correction, t is the recorded temperature.
The temperature coefficient of Instrument No. 77991 has been determined
as 0.30 and of Instrument No. 77992 as 0.32.

If the temperature is above 20°0 the correction is added and if
below 2000 it is subtracted from the results. It is to be noted that Ttl'
is in terms of scale divisions.
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Scale Value
After the reading has been corrected for temperature multiply

the corrected reading by the scale value which will give the vertical in-

tensi ty in terms of gamma. The scale value will be about 20 gamma but

must be determined fairly often.

Variation
The stationary instrument will have a series of recnings some-

what as follows:

Time Temperature Reading Corrected Reading Corrected Reading x E

12:08 p. m. 30.6 21.8 25.0 500
12:18 p. m. 30.5 21.4 24.6 492
12;28 pvmm, 30.4 21.5 24.6 492
12:38 p. m. 30.5 21.5 24.7 494
12:48 p. m. 30.4 21.5 24.6 492
12:58 p. m. 30.4 21.5 24.6 492
1:08 p. m. 30.3 21.5 24.6 492

The instrument used in the foregoing readings had a temperature coefficient

of 0.30 and a scale value of 20.00 gamma. The following is the procedure

used in calculating for the reading at 12:08 p.m. The temperature correct-

ion is 0.30 (t - 2ooC) or 0.30 (30.6-20) or 3.2. Since the temperature is

above 20° C we add the correction to the reading of 21.S and obtain a cor-

rected reading of 25.0, E, the scale value is 20 and we multiply the cor-

rected reading of 25.0 by this value to obtain the intensity of 500 gamma.

Any time during the ~ may be selected for a reference point to

determine change or variation. Theoretically it' is best to take about the

average of the readings as a reference point but it is a little simpler for

purposes of calculation, and also as accurate to calculate the change from

the time the base station was occupied. Suppose the base station was oc-

cupied at 12:08 p.m. and a field reading \~S made at 1:08 then the field
reading would need to be corrected by 500-492 _ 8 gamma whioh would be sub-
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tracted from the field reading. Plotting the readings of the stationar,y
instrument as a curve will facilitate interpolations.
Latitude Corrections

Going north or south from a given point there is a variation in
the magnetic conditions. The amount of these regional changes are usually
found in measurements and interpolations by state bureaus, etc.

From the magnetic maps of the German Bu.reau of Navigation it is
found that in the Tampico region, I, the inclination, changes from 41.4° to
50" in 6° of latitude (going north). From a similar map it is found that
the horizontal intensity, H, varies from 3.2 to 3.0 Gauss going north in 60
of latitude. Vertical intensity, Z, is equal to H tan I. The vertical in-
tensity 3° latitude north of Tampico would be H tan I, which is 3.0 x 1.1918
which is 3.57540. The vertical intensity 3° south of Tampico would be 3.2
x 0.6816 which is 2.82112 Gauss. The difference for 6° of latitude is
3.57140-2.62112 = 0.75426 Gauss. 6° of latitude in the Tampico region is
about 664.2 kilometers so that going north there is a change of vertical in-
tensity of 0.75428 ~ 664.2 or 0.00113 Gauss per kilometer. This is 0.000113
c.g.s units per kilometer or 11.3 gamma per kilometer. Therefore for ever,y
meter that a station is north of the base station subtract 0.0113 gamma and
for ever,ymeter that a station lies to the south of the base station add 0.0113
gamma.

Changes With Reference to :Base Station
When first starting to work in the morning the base station is oc-

cupied, and after some field stations are made the base station is reoccupied.
After correcting for variation and temperature the net intensity should be
the same. However, due to jars that slightly displace the center of graVity
of the instrument, change the magnetic moment of the compas~,or slightly alter
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the bearings or other parts the readings ~ not be the same. This dH'-
ference is the change with reference to the base station. It there have
been no unusua.L happenings between occupying the base station and there is
no reason to suspect sudden jars to the instrument, the difference may be
distributed amor,gthe field stations in proportion to the time they were oc-
cupied. Drawing of a time-change chart will facilitate this distribution.
If, during the fiefl8)work there was a sudden jar and the change is larger
than normal, most of the change can be given at the time when the jar hap-
pened. However, it is safer to al\~s reoccupy the base station after
falls, jolts, etc.

For example suppose the base station reading and field readings
after the corrections"except change of base position, are as follo\vs:

•
Station Readings Gamma Time
B.S.ltAIt 600 1 p sm,

132 433 2 p.m.
133 448 3 p.m.

B.S. "Aft 615 4 p sm,

If we plilt the base stations reading as a time-change chart we
will see that at 2 p.m. the base station reading would have been 606 and
at 3 p.m. 610. To the field reading at 2 p.m. we therefore add the change
of 6 gamma (,606-500)which makes that reading 438 and to the field read-
ing at 3 p.m. we add the change of 10 galllllla(51Q-500) Which makes the
reading 468 gamma.

•
If 600 is not the same as the first determination of the stat-

ion, then correction has to be made for the change. Suppose, that at the
very beginning of the work, Base Station A had a reading of 660. Then
all the readings in the field must also be corrected for this difference
resulting from the decrease. Thus station 132 will then be 388 (438-60)

and Station 133 \vi11be 408 (458-50).
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Auxiliary l~et Correction
If the south end of the auxiliary magne-t is up, the correction

is subtracted from the reading and if the north end is up the magnet cor-
recti on is added to the reading. In other words the correction has the
sign of the lIlBgneticpole that is uppermost.

The formulae for the auxiliary lIlBgnetcorrection aro:

Irs.. 2M
r3• E

and

where Irs is the coreection in scale divisions, Kg is the correction in
ga.mma, M is the magnetic moment of the auxiliary lIlBgnetused, and r is the
distance of the lIlBgnetfrom the rotation axis of the lIlBgnetsystem.

For example suppose that the large magn~t with M of 1460, is
placed with south end up beneath instrument with E " 30, such that r is
ee.2 em. Then the correction will be
Ks.. -2M

rO:>· E
:< -2 x 1460 .. 14.2 scale divisions.- (ee.2):!· 30

Kg" -2 x 1460(ee.2):! :< 426 gp.mma

There follows a blank form used in the calculation of the mag-

netometer observations. This, with the explanations which have proceeded,
should make the calculations relatively simple.

.i
,

I
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MAPS AlID REPORTS

The relative vertical magnetic intensity is to be Shown near
each station on the map and if enough stations have been made)isogams,
which are lines joining points of equal intensity/ should be drawn. In
reconnaissance sections, and in special cases, profiles of magnetic in-
tensity should be shown.

In reports the time spent in the field, the personnel employed,
estimates of the cost of the work, the methods employed and anomalies
should be discussed. Interpretation of the results should include all
possible interpretations and not the one favored.

DETERMINATION OF CONSTANTS

It will be necessary at different times to determine the fol-
lowing factors:

a. Scale value
b. Tempe.rature coefficient
c. Magnetic moments.

The determination of these factors will now be considered in
some detail.

DETERMUTATION AIm CALCULATION OF SCALE VALUES

The station selected for scale value determinations should be
on firm ground free from iron and other magnetic materials. special care
should be taken to see that the observer has no magnetic materials about
his person. This ~ be tevted by watching the instrument and noting if
there is any deflection if the observer moves very close to the magento-
meter. Set the magnetometer up in the usual manner, taking special care
with the leveling. Place a small piece of board flat upon the g~ound un-

der the instrument. Read the instrument in this condition and call the
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reading So. Nowplaoe the small auxiliary magnet, north end up on the

board, directly beneath the magnetometer. The reading of the magneto-

meter will be 51. Reverse the magnet, placing the south end up - the

reading this time will be 52. If the instrument is working properlY

half the sum of 51 and 52 should be equal to So. Measure the distance

from the center of the magnet (center of brass ring) to the SJds of the

instrument. This can be done with a steel tape but the instrument should

be arrested while doing this. Nowrepeat the process with the large mag-

net. Then place a block of wood or nailless box about six inches high on

top of the board and repeat the readings with the small and large magnets

as before. There is no need to record time or temperature since the onlY

variations affecting the results are those slight variations in the in-

strumental constants occurring between the time the north end is up and

the south end is up which will be less than one minute. There may be a

small variation in the magnetic moments of the auxiliary magnets but this

is too small to be considered.

The following is an actual set of observations made at zapote:

Date:-July 21, 1926
Instrument:-7799l

SCALEVALUE DETERMIlUTION
Observer:-O.L. Pack
\'leather: -Clear and warm

Time Reading 1Tagnet DataTemperature

2:49 ps m,
2:50 "
2:51 tI

24.1
24.1
24.1

No magnet used.
It tI It

30.7
30.6
30.6 " "

2:53 20.0 Heiland's small magnet, north end
up. On board-distance 104.8 em,
Heiland's small magnet, south end
up. On board-distance 104.8 em.
Heiland's small magnet, north end
up. On board-distance 104.8 em.
Heiland's small magnet, south end
up. On Board-distance 104.8 em.

28.0

20.0

2:54 p.m. 28.0
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2:55 p.m.
3:07 It

3:09 If

30.5
30.1

24.0
24.0
10.4

36.7

10.2

3: 11 pvm, 36.8

3:12 It

3:44 tt 30.7
23.5
23.7
18.1

29.1

18.0

29.1

3: 51 p.m. 5.0

41.8

5.0

41.7

No magnet used.
tt It tt

Heiland's large magnet, north end
up. On board-distance 102.8 em.
Heiland's large magnet, south end
up. On board-distance 102.8cm.
Heiland's large magnet, north end
up. OnBoard-distance 102.8 em.
Heiland's large magnet, south end
up. On board-distance 102.8 em.
No magnet used.
tt tt tt

Reiland's small magnet used. North
end up. On box':'distance 94.0 em.
Reiland's small magnet, south end
up. On box-distance 94. em.
Heiland's small magnet, north end
up. On box-distance 94 em.
Reiland's small magnet, south end
up. On bcx-dd abance 94 em.
Heiland's large magnet, north end
up. On box-dt s'tance 92 em.
Heiland.'s large magnet, south end
up. On box-distance 92 em.
Reiland's large magnet, north end
up. On box-distance 92 em.
Heiland's large magnet, south end
up. On box-distance 92 em.

The magnetic moments of the auxiliary magnets, used for standards,

were 470 for the small magnet and 1460 for the large magnet. These values

were determined for Dr. Heiland by the Carnegie Institute of Washington.

The formula for the scale value is as follows:

E .. 41i
rb(52-Sli

Where E is the scale value
M is the magnetic moment of magnet used
r is the distance of the center of the magnet from the rotation axis

of the magnetometer
51 is magnetometer reading with north end of auxiliary magnet upper-

most
52 is magnetometer reading with the south end of the auxiliary mag-

net uppermost

This formula is derived as follows:

F ..
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V!here F is the magnetic field

M is the magnetic moment
r is distance of center of magnet to axis of rotation

of instrument
but the actual magnetic field is proportional to one-r.alf of S2-S1, in
fact, S2-51 times the scale value gives twice the magnetic field:

52-51 is proportional to 2F
E(52-S1.) ..2F

substituting:
E:: 411

r~(S2-511
Using the average values obtained in the set of observations made

on July 21, 1926, we obtain the follovting values;
Wi th small magnet on board:

= 4 x 470
(104.8)~(28-20)

-5:: 20.42 x 10 c.g.a.units

With large magnet on board:
E.. 4Mrs (S2-51)

-5 ... 4 x 1460 • 20.32 x 10 c·.g.s.um.ta
(102.e)3(36.75-10.3)

Wi th small magnet on box:
E .. 4J.r

r3(S2-S1)
.. 4 x 470

(9413(29.1-16.051
With large magnet on box:

E:: 4M
r3(S2-Sl)

4 x 1460 ::20.41 x 105 e .g.a.uni ts
(92)3£ (41.75-5.0)

::

A.verage sca.levalue for
Instrument 77991 7/21/26 20.41 x 105 c.g.a.units

or 20.41 gamma.

The scale value should be determined on starting eaoh new area,
or if work is oontinu.ed in an area for more than a month, determination of
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the scale value should be made about 1JVery three or four weeks.

The scale value ~ be varied by adjustment of the vertical
screw beneath the aluminum cube between the needle plates.

DETERMINATION OF T::::MPERATURECOEFFICIENTS
Put the instrument to be tested in an ice box and let it remain

unt LL the temperature gets 10° - 16° centigrade below the room or open air
tempe rature.

Set up another instrument which has had the scale value and tem-
perature coefficients determined for control. The results of this instru-
ment will give the variations which take place during the progress of the
temperature coefficient determination and will be used to correct the read-
ings obtained with the instrument being tested. Calculations are facilita-
ted if the two instruments are read simultaneouslY.

Vlhen the instrument tllatis to be tested has been cooled fer
enough, place it on the tripod and wrap in cloth so that the observer can
still read through the telescope and see the thermometers in the mirror.
When the reading and temperature on on instrument is being read, another
observer should simultaneously read the second.

There follows a set of observations and calculations on magneto-
meter No. 77991, mada July 21st, 1926 at Zapote, near »J.ta Redonde., 1[erac.ruz,
Mexico. The first column is the time the readings were made. Where read-
ings are taken simultaneously it is not necessary to take the time. The
second column is the temperature of the stationary instrument, the third
column is the reading of the stationary instrument, the fourth column is the
temperature correction (temperature coefficient of Instrument No. 77992 was
0.32) or Tk and the fifth column is the reading corrected for temperature
or Rk. In the sixth column is the tempera.ture and in the seventh.
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eolumn the reading of the instrument being teateo.. In the eighth column
is the change in temperature or d.Tof the tested. instrument from the time
of the readings were started.until a:ny given read.ing. In the ninth cclumn
are shown the ohanges of the stationary instrument be-tween the time read.-
ings were started.and.a:ny given read.ing- that is dRk is the variation,
whioh in this case is positive. These values are obtained.by subtracting
Rk at.10:42 a.m. from each value of Rk and mu.ltiplying by Ea/F:I! where Es
is the scaLe value of the stationary instrument and F:I! the scale value of
the tested instrument. In this case ES/F:I! = 1. If we subtract these
variations from the read.ings in the seventh column we get the readings
of the tested instrument free of changes except those on account of tem-
perature changes. The results of this subtraction are shown in the tenth
column. In the eleventh are shown the changes in scale read.ings from the
time the read.ingswere started until artygiven read.ing. If we d.ivide
the figures in this column by the correspondin~ number of d.egreeachange
8.S shown in the column seven, we get change of temperature per degree cen-
tigrad.e. The change per degree centigrade is the temperature coefficient.
TiJIle Stationary Instr. Tested Instr. Read Change Clla.nee

No.77992 No. 77991 B - afc per19
Temp. Read. Tk Rk Temp. Read. dT dRk dRk '[temp. Cent.
A. A. :B B X

10:42 30.5 28.2 3.4 31.6 22.3 26.3 0.0 0.0 26.3 00.0 -..... ...._--
10:44 30.7 28.2 3.5 31.7 23.3 26.1 1.0 0.1 26.0 -0.3 0.30
10:46 30.7 2B.2 3.5 31.7 24.1 26.0 1.8 0.1 25.9 -0.4 0.22
10:4B 30.B 2B.l 3.5 31.6 24.8 25.8 2.5 0.0 25.B -0.5 0.20
10:51 30.9 2B.l 3.5 31.6 25.5 25.6 3.2 0.0 25.6 -0.7 0.22
10.54 31.0 2B.l 3.6 31.7 26.3 25.4 4.0 0.1 25.3 -1.0 0.25
10:56 31.2 2B.l 3.6 31.7 27.7 24.9 5.4 0.1 24.B -1.5 0.29
11:01 31.2 2B.l 3.6 31.7 27.7 24.9 5.4 0.1 24.8 -1.5 0.28
11:06 31.3 28.1 3.7 31.8 28.5 24.4 6.2 0.2 24.2 -2.1 0.34
11:12 31.4 2B.3 3.7 32.0 29.5 24.0 7.2 0.4 23.6 -2.7 0.37
11:17 31.7 2B.3 3.8 32.1 30.3 23.7 B.O 0.5 23.2 -3.1 0.39
11:26 31.9 2B.3 3.8 32.1 31.0 23.3 8.7 0.5 22.8 -3.5 0.40

Average 0.30
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From the foregoing determination it vdll be seen that the tem-
perature coefficient of Instrument No. 77991 is 0.50. In order to have
a reference point for temperature changes we take 20° Oentigrade as the
reference point so that the temperature correction will be given by the
formula

'l'C = 0.50 (t - 200 0)
where ~c is temperature correction, t is the temperature read, and 0.50
is the temperature coefficient of Instrument No. 77991.

It will be noted that the temperature corrections are added to
the reading if the temperature is above 20° Centigrade and subtracted if
the temperature is below 200 Oentigrade.

DETERMINATION AND OALcrlJLATION OF MAGNETIO I.::OllENTS

Should it be necessary to determine the magnetic moments of the
auxiliary magnets, it is necessary to have a magnetometer in which the
scale value is known. Then proceed with a set of observations, exact~ as
though you were determining the scale value. The formula for the scale
value can then be changed to magnetic ~oment formula as follows:

E = 4T;l
r:J(S2-S1)

transposing
4M. Er5(S2-S1)

),{= :mr3 (82-S1)
4

Thus taking the set of observations given in the directions for
scale value determination, if we use the small magnet on the1Dard and sub-
stitute in the formula above, we get for U
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ll= Er3(S2-S1) • 20.41 x 105(104.6)3(26-20) .470

4 4

CONSTAnTSFORHUASTECAmSTRUl1ENTS

faa-tor Instrument 77991 Instrument 77992
Value Date oba, Value Date Obs.

Seale value iF 20.41 7/21/26 JHW 20.65 7/21/26 J1l\T
Temp
Temperature Coefficient 0.30 7/21/26 JHW 0.32 7/16/26 CAR

I:Oment large magnet 1474.5 7/21/26 CAR 1241.6 7/21/26 CAR

Moment small magnet 400.5 7(21(26 CAR 451.8 7/21/26 CAR

Possible reading error .25sd 5/3/26 Pot

'Not a permanent constant.
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DIRECTIONS FOR THEl OPERATION

OF TIlE

SCHMIDT VERTICAL INTENSITY

MAGNETOMETER

CORRECTIONS

Please note following corrections to above report by John H. Wilson,
Ja.IIlluary:ro. 1927.
(1) Nut to last sentence, paragraph on "Variation"', page 12.

Rea.d~-"SUppose the base station was occupied at 12.~08 p,m. and ""
field reading w&S. made at l~OS then the field reading would
need to be corrected by 500 -4,92: - e gll.llllD&,which would be
added to the field readings."

(2) Next to last paragraph. part on "Changes with Reference to BaaeStatIon,- page 14. .
Re80.d:-If we plo.t the base ate-tions u 80.Ume-change chart we will

aee that at 2 p.m. the ba.ae at""Uon reading would have been
505 and at 3 P.m. 510. !!'romthe field reading ..t 2 p.m. w.
therefore s.ubtract the chaiii'e of 5 ee.mma. (505-500) which.
ma.kea that relling 4,28 and from the field res.d1ng at 3. P.m.
'ire aub-traC't the change of 10 gllJlllll&[510-500} which makea the
rea.d!lig 458 g1loIIIllL-

(3) toast aentence. la.at paragraph. part on "Changes with Reference to
B&S,e Ste.iron! A page f4.
Read:-"Thua station 132 will then be 376 [428 - 50) and station

135 will be 386 [436 - 50). - ---
Aboye corrections by rOM H. l'Oils:on. October 8. 1927.




